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Abstract— In this paper, a machine learning setup that
provides the obstacle detection system with a method to
estimate the distance from the monocular camera to the
object viewed with the camera is presented. In particular,
the preliminary results of an on-going research to allow
the on-board multisensory system, which is under
development within H2020 Shift2Rail project SMART, to
autonomously learn distances to objects, possible
obstacles on the rail tracks ahead of the locomotive are
given. The presented distance estimation system is based
on Multi Hidden-Layer Neural Network, named DisNet,
which is used to learn and predict the distance between
the object and the camera sensor. The DisNet was trained
using a supervised learning technique where the input
features were manually calculated parameters of the
object bounding boxes resulted from the YOLO object
classifier and outputs were the accurate 3D laser scanner
measurements of the distances to objects in the recorded
scene. The presented DisNet-based distance estimation
system was evaluated on the images of railway scenes as
well as on the images of a road scene. Shown results
demonstrate a general nature of the proposed DisNet
system that enables its use for the estimation of distances
to objects imaged with different types of monocular
cameras.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reliable and accurate detection of obstacles is one of the
core problems that need to be solved to enable autonomous
driving. In the past decades, significant work has been done to
address the problem of obstacle detection [1][2]. Besides the
emerging of novel algorithms, technology development also
enables progress in autonomous obstacle detection. Different
onboard sensors such as radars, mono/stereo cameras, LIght
Detection And Ranging - LiDAR, ultrasonic sensors and
others, implemented in so-called Advanced Driving
Assistance Systems (ADAS), are rapidly increasing the
vehicle’s automation level [3][4].

there is a tendency to use experience from obstacle detection
both in the automotive and the aviation sector for the
development of autonomous obstacle detection in railways
[6]. While the main principle of obstacle detection in front of
a vehicle from the automotive sector can be applied to railway
applications, there are also specific challenges. One of the key
challenges is long-range obstacle detection. Sensor
technology in current land transport research is able to look
some 200 m ahead [7]. The required rail obstacle detection
interfacing with loco control should be able to look ahead up
to 1000 m detecting objects on and near track which may
potentially interfere with the clearance and ground profile.
The method for long-range obstacle detection presented in
this paper is developed within project “SMART-SMart
Automation of Rail Transport”, funded by the Shift2Rail Joint
Undertaking under the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme [8]. The main goal of this
project is to increase the effectiveness and capacity of rail
freight through the contribution to automation of railway
cargo haul at European railways by developing of a prototype
of an autonomous Obstacle Detection System (ODS). Project
SMART will contribute to the long-term vision for an
autonomous rail freight system, by the development,
implementation and evaluation of a prototype integrated onboard multi-sensor system for reliable autonomous detection
of potential obstacles on rail tracks, which could assist drivers
and in long term could be used for autonomous initialization
of braking of the freight train.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the SMART ODS combines
different vision technologies: thermal camera, night vision
sensor (camera augmented with image intensifier), multi
stereo-vision system (cameras C1, C2 and C3) and laser
scanner (LiDAR) in order to create a sensor fusion system for
mid (up to 200 m) and long range (up to 1000 m) obstacle
detection, which is independent of light and weather
conditions.

Many approaches have been presented for different
application fields and scenarios. Whereas other transport
modes have been quick to automate certain operations, rail
runs the risk of lagging behind. One of the key challenges,
which has so far hindered automation of rail systems, is the
lack of a safe and reliable onboard obstacle detection system
for trains within existing infrastructure [5]. In recent years,
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Figure 1. Concept of the SMART multi-sensor ODS. (Top) Front view of
the sensors mounted on a locomotive. (Bottom) Side view of the range
sensors and an obstacle detection scene.

The main idea behind the multi-sensory system is to fuse
the sensor data as sensors individually are not yet powerful
enough to deal with complex obstacle detection tasks in all
the SMART defined application scenarios, which include day
and night operation and operation in poor visibility condition.
Because of this, the development of an adequate data fusion
system, which effectively combines data streams from
multiple sensors, is required. The data fusion approach will be
designed based on sensor data availability. Namely,
independently of the illumination condition, sensor data from
the thermal camera and laser scanner will be always available,
where the implemented laser scanner data will be reliably
available only in the certain range of up to 100 m. In contrast
to that, the stereo camera system fails to generate data under
poor illumination conditions, and the night vision camera
cannot operate during the day. After obtaining fused data,
based on the individual advantages of each sensor, the
resulting data stream will be used for detection of obstacles
on the rail tracks and for calculation of the distances from the
locomotive to detected obstacles. While for stereo cameras
traditional depth extraction can be used for thermal camera
and night vision camera, estimation of distances from single
camera shall be performed.
In this paper, initial results on object distance estimation
from monocular cameras are shown using a novel machine
learning based method named as DisNet – a multilayer neural
network for distance estimation. Although the presented
method has been originally developed for autonomous
obstacle detection in railway applications, it can be applied to
road scenes as well, as it is illustrated in the evaluation section
of this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
One of the crucial tasks in autonomous obstacle detection
nowadays is finding the solutions to the combination of the
environment perception sensors, where vision-based obstacle
detection is still considered irreplaceable [9]. Besides its
cheaper price, vision is also known as much evolving
technology where most of its data is usable as compared to
radar and LiDAR [10].

learning algorithm to capture some of these monocular cues is
applied, and cues are incorporated into a stereo system. It was
shown that by adding monocular cues to stereo (triangulation)
ones, signiﬁcantly more accurate depth estimates than is
possible using either monocular or stereo cues alone is
obtained. In [13], supervised learning to the problem of
estimating depth maps only from a single still image of a
variety of unstructured environments, both indoor and
outdoor, was applied. However, depth estimation from a
single still image is a difﬁcult task, since depth typically
remains ambiguous given only local image features. Thus, the
presented algorithm must take into account the global
structure of the image, as well as use prior knowledge about
the scene.
In this paper, a novel method for object distance
estimation from a single image, which does not require either
a prior knowledge about the scene or explicit knowledge of
the camera parameters, is presented. The presented distance
estimation system is based on Multi Hidden-Layer Neural
Network, named DisNet, which is used to learn and predict
the distance between the object and the camera sensor.
III. NEURAL NETWORK-BASED OBJECT DISTANCE
ESTIMATION FROM MONOCULAR CAMERA
The architecture of the DisNet-based distance estimation
system is illustrated in Fig. 2. The camera image is input to
the Object Classifier which is based on a state-of-the-art
computer vision object detector YOLO (You Only Look
Once) [14] trained with COCO dataset [15]. YOLO is a fast
and accurate object detector based on Convolution Neural
Network (CNN). Its outputs are bounding boxes of detected
objects in the image and labels of the classes detected objects
belong to. The objects bounding boxes resulted from the
YOLO object classification are then processed to calculate the
features, bounding boxes parameters. Based on the input
features, the trained DisNet gives as outputs the estimated
distance of the object to the camera sensor. In the system
architecture illustrated in Fig. 2, an example of the estimation
of distances of two persons on the rail tracks is shown.

Obstacle detection in computer vision is most commonly
done via stereo vision, in which images from two stereo
cameras are used to triangulate and estimate distances to
objects, potential obstacles, viewed by cameras [11]. Besides
the individual use of stereo vision, in a number of obstacle
detection systems stereo vision is combined with other range
sensors. For example, in [3], an obstacle detection system was
developed based on a fusion system consisting of computer
vision and laser scanner. The laser provided a point cloud (PC)
from which the system extracted the obstacles (clusters of
points). These clusters were used both for the region of Interest
(ROI) generation for computer vision and as information for
obstacle classification, based on machine learning.
Beyond stereo/triangulation cues, there are also numerous
monocular cues such as texture variations and gradients,
defocus, and colour/haze, which contain useful and important
depth information. Some of these cues apply even in regions
without texture, where stereo would work poorly. Because of
this, some authors follow the idea of human perception of
depth by seamlessly combining many of stereo and
monocular cues. In [1], a Markov Random Field (MRF)

Figure 2. The DisNet -based system used for object distance estimation from
a monocular camera

For the training of DisNet, a supervised learning
technique was used. This method required a collected dataset
including both inputs and outputs, i.e. the ground truth. In the
presented system, training dataset was collected manually by
manual extraction of 2000 bounding boxes of different
objects in the images recorded by RGB cameras at different
distances together with the ground truth, which was the
accurate laser scanner measurement of the distances to objects
in the recorded scene. The details of the structure and training
of DisNet are given in the following sections.
A.

DisNet training - Dataset
In the presented work, the objective is that DisNet is
trained for the estimation of an object’s distance to the
onboard sensory obstacle detection system. More formally,
the task is to estimate the distance to an object in the laser’s
reference frame, which is on the same distance from the
object as the camera reference frame, given an input also
called feature vector v. In the presented work, v contains the
features of the bounding box of the object detected in camera
images and the ground-truth is the distance to the object as
measured by the laser scanner.
In order to build the dataset, the objects positions and their
bounding boxes in the RGB images were manually extracted
and 2000 input feature vectors were created. In order to
achieve sufficient discriminatory information in the dataset,
different objects at different distances, which could be present
in a railway scene as possible obstacles on the rail tracks,
were considered. Some of the objects recorded at different
distances and their bounding boxes from the dataset are
shown in Fig. 3.

The ratios of the object bounding box dimensions to the
image dimensions Bh, Bw and Bd enable the reusability of
DisNet trained model with a variety of cameras independent
of image resolution. Ch, Cw and Cb in (1) are the values of
average height, width and breadth of an object of the
particular class. For example for the class “person” Ch, Cw
and Cb are respectively 175 cm, 55 cm and 30 cm, and for
the class “car” 160 cm, 180 cm and 400. The features Ch, Cw
and Cb are assigned to objects labelled by YOLO classifier as
belonging to the particular class in order to complement 2D
information on object bounding boxes and so to give more
information to distinguish different objects.
The relationships of the calculated features of object
bounding boxes in 2D image, Bh, Bw and Bd, and the real
distance to the image measured by laser scanner in the range
0-60 m, are given in Fig. 4. Geometrically, by the projective
transformations, the object bounding box size is expected to
get smaller the further away the object is, so the inverse of
bounding box size is expected to increase as the distance
increases. Inspection of the data confirms that this is the case
and suggests that the relationship is approximately linear,
which gives a clear motive to use it for the dataset used for
training of DisNet.

Figure 4. DisNet features vs. distance
Figure 3. Examples from the DisNet dataset of different object bounding
boxes in the RGB images

For each extracted object bounding box, a six-dimensional
feature vector v was calculated:
𝒗 = [1/𝐵ℎ 1/𝐵𝑤 1/𝐵𝑑 𝐶ℎ 𝐶𝑤 𝐶𝑏 ]

(1)

where the coordinates of vector v, features, are:
Height, 𝐵ℎ =(height of the object bounding box in
pixels/image height in pixels)
Width, 𝐵𝑤 =(width of the object bounding box in
pixels/image width in pixels)
Diagonal, 𝐵𝑑 =(diagonal of the object bounding box in
pixels/image diagonal in pixels)

For training the network the input dataset was firstly
randomly split into a training (80% of the data), validation
(10% of the data) and test set (10% of the data).
The DisNet was trained using the backpropagation
method with Adam optimizer [16] on the dataset collected.
B. DisNet structure
In order to find the appropriate number of hidden layers
experiments with various numbers of hidden layers (1,2,3,5
and 10) were performed assuming that each hidden layer had
100 neurons. Fig. 5 (a) shows the accuracy of distance
estimation over 1000 epochs achieved for different number of
hidden layers. As obvious, DisNet with one hidden layer
achieves the lowest distance estimation accuracy. It is also
obvious that there is no significant difference in distance

estimation accuracy achieved with 2,3,5 and 10 hidden layers.
For this analysis, a reduced dataset was used. The networks
were trained on the 80% dataset and the estimation accuracy
reported is on the 10% validation set.
Similar behaviour can also be seen in Fig. 5(b) where the
Mean Absolute Error over 1000 epochs achieved for a
different number of hidden layers is shown. As obvious, the
Mean Absolute Error is largest for the DisNet with one
hidden layer, while there is no significant difference in the
Error achieved with 2,3,5 and 10 hidden layers.
Even though the smallest values of Mean Absolute Error
were achieved for 10 hidden layers and the distance accuracy
was highest for 10 hidden layers, a trade-off was made
between the computational time and accuracy/error and
finally, DisNet with 3 hidden layers was chosen.

Figure 7. The structure of DisNet used for object distance prediction

DisNet input layer consists of 6 neurons corresponding to
6 features, parameters of output layer consists of only one
single neuron. The output of this node is the estimated
distance between the camera and the object viewed with the
camera.
(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Distance Estimation Accuracy and (b) Mean Absolute Error
achieved for different numbers of hidden layers

After making a decision on network with 3 hidden layers,
in order to find the appropriate number of neurons for the
hidden layers experiments with various numbers of hidden
neurons were performed. Fig. 6 (a) shows the accuracy of
distance estimation over 1000 epochs achieved for different
number of neurons per hidden layer. As obvious, the distance
estimation accuracy achieved with 10 hidden neurons is very
low, much lower than distance estimation accuracy achieved
with 30, 100 and 200 hidden neurons. The magnified diagram
in Fig. 6 (b) shows that distance estimation accuracy with 30
hidden neurons is lower than with 100 and 200 neurons.
Bearing in mind that there is no significant difference in
distance accuracy estimation with 100 and 200 hidden
neurons, in order to reduce the complexity of DisNet, finally,
100 neurons per hidden layer were chosen.

(a)

IV. EVALUATION
The DisNet-based system for distance estimation was
evaluated on images recorded in the field tests within the
H2020 Shift2Rail project SMART [8]. The sensor data,
which were used for the evaluation of a DisNet-based system
for object distance estimation, were recorded in the field tests
on the straight rail tracks in different times of the day and
night on the location of the straight rail tracks (Fig. 8).
Monocular RGB cameras were mounted on the static teststand, together with the laser scanner in the locations which
resemble their intended locations in the final integrated
SMART obstacle detection (Fig. 8). During the performed
field tests, the members of the SMART Consortium imitated
potential static obstacles on the rail tracks located on
different distances from the SMART test-stand.

(b)

Figure 6. Distance Estimation Accuracy achieved for different number of
hidden neurons per hidden layer in 3-hidden layers neural network DisNet

The final structure of DisNet having 3 hidden layers with
100 hidden neurons per layer is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 8. Field tests performed on the straight rail tracks; Test-stand with
the SMART sensors viewing the rail tracks and an object (person) on the rail
track

A. Railway Scene - Distance estimation from the single
RGB camera image
Some of the results of the DisNet object distance
estimation in RGB images are given in Fig. 9. The estimated
distances to the objects (persons) detected in the images are
given in Table I.
TABLE I.

ESTIMATED DISTANCES VS. GROUND TRUTH

Rail Scene
Figure

Object

Ground Truth

Person 1
9 (a)

Distance estimated from DisNet

101.89 m
100 m

Person 2

99.44 m

Person 1

50 m

54.26 m

Person 2

150 m

167.59 m

Person 3

100 m

132.26 m

Person 4

300 m

338.51 m

9 (b)

(a)

(b)
Figure 9. DisNet estimation of distances to objects in a rail track scene from
the RGB camera image. (a) Distance estimation of detected persons at 100
m and (b) Magnified RGB image overlaid with bounding boxes and distance
estimation of detected persons at 50, 100, 150 and 300 m respectively.

As obvious from Fig. 9, YOLO based object detection in
images is reliable in spite of the fact that YOLO classifier
was used in its original form trained with COCO dataset
[15], without re-training with the images from the SMART
field tests. Also, it is obvious that achieved distance
estimation is satisfactory in spite of the fact that DisNet
database did not contain object boxes from the real rail tracks
scenes. This, in the first place, means that the objects in real
field tests scenes were at larger distances from the sensors
than in the recording tests used for dataset building. Also, the
distances of the objects in field tests were outside the laser
scanner range used for the training of DisNet. The difference
in estimation of distances of persons at 100 m (Fig. 9(a) and
9(b)) indicates the need for improvement of objects bounding
boxes extraction. Namely, the person at 100 m in Fig. 9(b) is
not fully bounded with the bounding box as the lower part of
the person is occluded by a board. Also, in future work,
novel features with a higher correlation score with respect to
distance will be investigated and will be used to improve the
accuracy of distance estimation in SMART obstacle
detection system.
A. Road Scene - Distance estimation from the single RGB
camera image
Although presented DisNet-based method for distance
estimation from the monocular camera has been originally
developed for autonomous obstacle detection in railway
applications, it can be applied to road scenes as well. To
demonstrate this, presented method was applied to the image
of a different resolution than images used for training of
DisNet. The image of a road scene was recorded within the
project HiSpe3D-Vision presented in [11][17]. The main
goal of HiSpe3D-Vision was to develop a high speed, low
latency stereo vision based collision warning system for
automotive applications. The obstacle detection and distance
calculation for collision warning were based on the
segmentation of the disparity map created from the carmounted stereo-vision system. The result of object detection
and distance estimation in a dynamic environment (moving
car and moving object-obstacle) is shown in Fig. 10, where
original image is overlaid with the bounding cuboid for the
object closest to the car (person on the bike). Distance for
this object, as estimated by the HiSpe3D-Vision method, is
given in the left upper corner of the image in Fig. 10, as well
as in Table II.
In contrast to HiSpe3D-Vision method, which detected
only the object closest to the car, the presented DisNet
method recognized different objects in the scene recorded by
the car-mounted camera: person, bicycle, car and track. The
bounding boxes of the recognized objects are overlaid on the
image in Fig. 10 together with distances estimated by
DisNet. The objects distance estimation achieved by DisNet
vs. the distance estimation achieved by HiSpe3D stereo
vision method is given in Table II.
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